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Dear Susan;
This letter is a quarterly progess report for the On-Line Assessment of Expertise project
(Grant N00014-91-J-1532). It covers the period from October, 1991 to December, 1991.
--A great deal of progress was made during this period, in part because Joel Martin, arrived in
September and began working on Olae. (The program and the project are both an accronym for
On-line Assessment of Expertise.) Joel got his dissertation under the supervision of Dorritt
Billman. Although his degree is in Artificial Intelligence, he has a great deal of psychological
background,including the design, execution and analysis of several experiments. 2
As you may recall, Olae (the program) has two major parts, a user interface and a data
analyzer. The user interface is nearing completion. We have rudimentary versions of all 6
tasks (problem solving, example studying, problem classification, difficulty estimation, basic
approach, and conceptual problem solving). Although a pilot subject was run on the problem
solving interface, and several important difficulties were uncovered, we still need to run more
pilot subjects in order to make the interface smooth and friendly.
Most of the progress was on the development of the data analyzer. We settled on a basic design.
There will be two major components. One is a Bayesian network builder and manager. Given a
problem solving program written in a dialect of Prolog, it will solve each of the problems and
build a network thot will analyze subject responses to those problems in terms of the rules they
know. Joel implemented most of this module during this quarter. The Cascade model of physics
-- problems solving has been partially ported to the new rule-based language, and some small
networks have been generated. How it will scale to handle larger networks remains to be seen.
9
The second component of the data analyzer, which will be built later after some data is collected,
•4 will interface the data from the user interfaces to the Bayesian networks.
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The Bayesian network package that Joel wrote turned out to be rather fast. He added the same
sort of graphical editing and viewing features as are found in the leading commercial Bayesian
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network program, Hugin, which is used by our collaborators at ETS and Berkeley. However,
because our package is written in Lisp, we are able to more easily interface it with other parts
of the system, including the rule-based language for modelling problem solving. Several people
have expressed interest in Joel's package, so we may release it to the general network
community in the spring, after the bugs are shaken out of it. In particular, we are discussing
the application of this package to Sherlock.
Sincerely,
L/

Kurt A. VanLehn
Associate Prof. Computer Science
Senior Scientist, LRDC
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